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To broaden the scope of applications in DNA nano- and biotechnology, material science,

diagnostics and molecular recognition the functionalization of DNA is of utmost importance. In

the last decade many new methods have been developed to achieve this goal. Apart from the

direct chemical synthesis of modified DNA by automated phosphoramidite chemistry

incorporation of labelled triphosphates and the post-synthetic labelling approach evolved as

valuable methods. New bioorthogonal reactions as Diels–Alder, click and Staudinger ligations

pushed forward the post-synthetic approach as new insights into DNA polymerase substrate

specifity allowed generation and amplification of labelled DNA strands. These novel

developments are summarized herein.

Introduction

For quite some time investigation and manipulation of DNA

have not only been restricted to the field of genetics but also

utilized for many different applications apart from its natural

destination.1 Watson–Crick base pairing is specific and easily

predictable, thus forming geometrically well-defined duplex

structures from complementary strands. The same properties

that allow efficient storage and replication of the genetic code

facilitate the self-assembly of simple oligodeoxynucleotides

(ODNs). This basic principle has been used for the construc-

tion of two- and three-dimensional nanostructures2 and is the

basis for ODN markers in many diagnostic applications3 as

well as DNA mediated reactions or catalysts.4

In any case the functionalization of the DNA is of capital

importance. In nanotechnology the DNA scaffold has to be

equipped with functional molecules that provide e.g. new

electrical,5,6 magnetic5,7 or light transporting properties8 for

the construction of nanowires or proteins for artificial multi-

enzymes.9 For diagnostic applications conjugation of DNA to

fluorescent dyes,10 affinity tags like biotin or antibodies,

proteins, carbohydrates11 and chip surfaces12 is needed,

whereas for DNA programmed synthesis reactants or catalysts

have to be bound to DNA.13 In search of highly specific

aptamers or DNA based catalysts14,15 the extension of DNA

binding properties beyond simple H-bonding capabilities and

polyanionic character is highly desirable.

Short highly modified DNA strands are accessible by solid-

phase synthesis. If the incorporation of the label can be

accomplished within the synthesizer cycle, fewer steps and

only a single purification are required. Chemical incom-

patibility with synthesis conditions, the limited selection of

readily available phosphoramidites and possible limitations of

the stepwise yield after incorporation of the modification are

narrowing the scope of these methods. In general, post-

synthetic approaches can overcome these limitations and allow
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flexible conjugation of different functional molecules to the

same modified ODN. Here a small modification is introduced

first during ODN synthesis and the labels are then conjugated

to the modified ODN by a chemoselective reaction with

the introduced specific functionality after ODN synthesis

post-synthetically.

A standard procedure therefore is the usage of alkylamine

modified ODNs for conjugation with electrophilic derivatives

of the molecular labels, which are both readily available.

However, this method suffers from low chemoselectivity as

cross reactivity with the amino groups of the bases and reagent

hydrolysis in water, which can be only reasonably balanced by

the pH of the buffer solution. Another problem arises out of

the wish for chemically more complicated labels, where the

labels themselves have to be protected against the coupling

reaction. So ideally the coupling reaction has to be site-

specific, bioorthogonal, high yielding and for in vivo experi-

ments biocompatible and nontoxic. No standard conjugation

protocol fulfils all of these conditions so far, but a plethora of

promising methods has recently been developed to serve the

different needs.

However, the construction of long DNA strands func-

tionalized at high density is a difficult task, which cannot be

accomplished efficiently by chemical DNA synthesis. In

contrast DNA polymerases can synthesize DNA strands several

thousand base pairs long and have been utilized in polymerase

chain reactions (PCR). Unfortunately, their acceptance of

unnatural nucleoside triphosphate analogues carrying the

desired functional labels is restricted and frequently not

predictable. Here also the post-synthetic approach can help

with small functionalities that will be accepted by DNA poly-

merases in a more predictable manner. For the subsequent

multi-labelling high-yielding but bioorthogonal coupling reac-

tions are desired, because the fully labelled products are often

difficult to purify from incompletely labelled constructs.

While excellent reviews on DNA conjugation were

published some time ago,16 recent reviews cover the synthesis

of modified ODNs with fundamental altered sugar moiety or

bases.17 In this review we shed light on newly developed

labelling approaches in which the functional label is attached

to the ODN altering the behaviour of the DNA as little as

possible. Therefore, first some basic considerations about the

positioning of the label are made. The different concepts—

incorporation by DNA synthesizers vs. enzymes (Fig. 1) and

post-synthetic approach (Table 1) vs. direct incorporation of

labels—will then be discussed. Because of recent developments

in the field of bioorthogonal conjugation reactions the main

focus is on the post-synthetic labelling approach, being the

most flexible method so far.

Basic considerations

In case of simple applications it is sufficient to label the DNA

by linkage at the 50 or 30 end. However, more and more

applications call for DNA where complicated functional

molecules have to be attached site-specifically at positions

within the strand. In principle, chemical modifications can

be introduced into ODNs at the nucleobases, the ribose unit or

the backbone level.

Many examples have been published, where the functional

molecule replaces one or more nucleotides and therefore is

Fig. 1 Building blocks for modified DNA synthesis (A) phosphor-

amidites for solid phase DNA synthesis (B) triphosphates for DNA poly-

merases (C) S-adenosyl-L-methionine analogues for methyltransferases.

Table 1 Post-synthetic labelling reactions performed on DNA

Modified DNA Modified labela Conjugation product

a AG: activating group.
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inserted in between the backbone.16,18 Albeit sufficient for

some applications this approach will not be further discussed

since pertubation of helix conformation and incompa-

tibility with most enzymatic reactions are limitations of this

approach.

Investigations in the last few years indicate suitable posi-

tions for the attachment of modifications within the ribose

moiety (Fig. 2). Modifications at 30, 40 and 50 positions are

near the polymerisation reaction sites and often diminish

coupling yields.16 10 modifications direct into the minor groove

and interfere with base pairing and thus have also been rarely

used.16,19 Ribose modification at 20 is synthetically simplest

starting with ribose instead of deoxyribose, so this modifica-

tion is more common for labelling DNA. Depending on the

nature of the linker and the label in most cases the resulting

DNA duplex is destabilized. Thereby aromatic labels have

an stabilizing effect probably due to groove interactions or

p-stacking. These positions allow labelling of ODNs only by

chemical synthesis because DNA polymerases, the enzymes

that synthesize DNA enzymatically, are inefficient in proces-

sing sugar modified analogues.

The Watson–Crick face of the nucleobase, which is respon-

sible for the interstrand base pairing, should not be touched

for modifications. However, the bases have proved to be best

suited for labelling purposes, especially for labelled deoxy-

ribonucleotide triphospate (dNTP) analogues, which often are

accepted as substrates for DNA polymerases. Modifications of

the pyrimidines at the 5-position fit well into the major groove

and are often used. Modifications at C-8 of purines are not

accommodated well into the major groove and disturb at least

DNA polymerases by incorporation of such nucleotide analo-

gues.15,20,21 More elaborated are C-7 modified 7-deazapurine

analogues, where the modification points towards the major

groove22 which is somehow a prerequisite for efficient proces-

sing of modified triphosphates by DNA polymerases.15,21

Chemical synthesis of functionalized DNA

Since DNA synthesizers evolved to standard equipment, not

only the production of relative large quantities of non-

modified DNA is feasible but also the generation of chemical

modified DNA. Many variations of protecting groups and

synthesis conditions allow the incorporation of a broad range

of modifications.16 The most straight-forward way is labelling

after DNA synthesis at the 50 end and is most often used

for attaching dyes for diagnostic applications. Some recent

examples include phosphoramidite reagents for the attach-

ment of fluorescein,23 tetramethyl rhodamine24 and cyanine

dyes.25 For the sensitive identification of oligonucleotides by

mass spectrometry mass tags have been recently invented as 50

labels.26 But also modifiers for the 30 end as modified solid

support have been developed and a range of fluorescent dyes,

quenchers and affinity tags like biotin are commercially avail-

able. Widely used in real-time PCR and other diagnostic

applications are both 50 and 30 labelled probes. Here 50

fluorophore 30 quencher setup is most common using

commercially available black hole quenchers for the construc-

tion of molecular beacons.27

As already mentioned a common position for attaching

labels internally to an ODN by phosphoramidites is the 20

position. Pyrenes have been attached to the 20 oxygen by one

methylene group linkage for labelling DNA28 and RNA.28,29

The resulting oligonucleotides can distinguish between DNA

and RNA hybridization by fluorescence. Another linker

strategy makes use of the carbamate moiety as linker. Several

labels have been attached30 and dansyl31 and pyrene32 deriva-

tives have been further investigated. The labels can be directed

into the major groove at this position by using the arabino

epimer of the phosphoramidites. This has been done using

carbamate linked pyrene labels.33 20-Amino derivatives have

also been used for attaching labels to ODNs at the 20

position.34 Several aromatic residues35,36 have been attached

via carboxylic acids and incorporated as phosphoramidites. In

all cases of 20 labelling the resulting duplexes are thermally

destabilized except rarely for aromatic labels which can

compensate the steric demand by stacking with the bases.

A way to circumvent 20 labels disturbing duplex formation

is the use of locked nucleic acids (LNA). Here the ribose

conformation is locked with an additional ring closure from

20-OH to 40 by a methylene group as bridge, which leads to

increased thermal stability of duplexes and drives the duplex

into A-DNA conformation.37 LNA monomers placed next to

20-amino labeled nucleotides can thus increase thermal

stability of resulting modified oligonucleotide duplexes

again.38 Moreover combination of both in one monomer

building block by replacing the 20 oxygen in LNA by nitrogen

leads to LNA that can be functionalized at the 20 amino

function and yet gives rise to more stable duplexes.39

The other possibility for labelling ODNs internally is

attaching the label to the base. For the pyrimidine derivatives

the 5 position is commonly used, purines can be labelled using

either the 7 or 8 position, if phosphoramidite chemistry should

be applied. Depending on the label the conformation and

thermal stability of the resulting modified ODN duplex is

comparable to the non-modified one. Some impressive recent

examples are the synthesis of glycosylated40 ODNs and the

development of various dye labelled phosphoramidites.41,42

!Obviously, the scope of modifications is limited by the

compatibility of the modifications with the synthesis conditions.

Additionally, in certain cases standard phosphor-

amidites are rapidly oxidized which can be circumvented par-

tially by using H-phosphonates based approaches36 which suffer

e.g. from longer coupling times.

However, stable modified phosphoramidites enable a one

step labelling approach and the ease of subsequent purification

Fig. 2 Different imaginable labelling positions for internal labelling.

(A) Thymidine analogue with 30, 40 or 50 labelling or base labelling

(R5). (B) Adenosine analogue with 10 or 20 labelling (R2, usually OR).

(C) 7-Deaza-20-deoxyadenosine with base labelling (R7).
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are major advantages. Multi-labelling or the generation of

long DNA strands is difficult due to limitations of the coupling

yield but, nevertheless, has been achieved e.g. for adjacent

incorporation of 11 porphyrine labelled phosphoramidites.42

Another approach for the introduction of labels harbours

the introduction of a functional group during solid phase

DNA synthesis by phosphoramidites and subsequent coupling

of the label on the solid support. This approach combines the

modularity of the post-synthetic labelling by avoiding

complicated purification steps with the advantages of organic

chemistry on solid support using protected ODNs and

standard organic chemistry reaction conditions. Compared

to standard amino post-synthetic derivatization, higher yields

can be generated with the coupling on solid support due to

water-free conditions and protected exocyclic amino groups of

the bases. This has been used for end43 as well as intrastrand

single monomer labelling at the 5 position of the base or

20-amine of the ribose generating a free amino group after

photolysis of the masking photo-cleavable protecting group.44

Two different functional moieties (5-methoxycarbonylmethyl

and 5-cyanomethoxycarbonylmethyl modified uridine) have

been successively addressed on solid support by different

amino labels (tyramin and tris(2-aminoethyl)amine) yielding

twice amide linked labelled DNA.45

Another approach uses the Sonogashira cross coupling

reaction between alkyne modified labels and 5-iodo-2 0-

deoxyuridine introduced via solid phase synthesis for the

introduction of protected amines, biotin or ruthenium

bipyridyl complexes,46 pyrene47 or nitroxid spinlabels48a with

excellent coupling yields (Scheme 1). However, in the latter

case low coupling yields for the proceeding DNA synthesis

after introduction of the nitroxides were reported. Interest-

ingly, a recently published approach describes the enzymatic

synthesis of multiple spin-labelled DNA.48b In another case

the DNA synthesis has been finished on the solid support

before in a combinatorial approach 22 different alkynes

(mainly alkyl residues, alcohols, aromatic residues, steroids)

have been coupled by the Sonogashira cross coupling reaction

to an intrastrand located 5-iodo-2 0-deoxyuridine with good

yields.49 More recently ethinyl cyanine dyes (Cy3 and Cy5)

have been coupled to the 50 end using the same method.50

Bromopropoxymethyl attached via the 20 hydroxy-function

of ribose moieties as reactive alkylbromide anchor was also

used for coupling first with mercaptoacidic acid and further

derivatization with amines with overall coupling efficiency

between 55 and 75%.51

Enzymatic synthesis of functionalized DNA

One of the advantages of using DNA for construction of

artificial structures is that many enzymes modifying DNA are

known. Ligases, kinases, and restriction endonucleases can be

used for further processing and DNA polymerases for the

construction of multi-labelled DNA. By using nucleotide

analogues DNA polymerases can incorporate modifications

into DNA or even amplify DNA in a PCR reaction. For the

acceptance of modified triphosphates by the DNA polymerase

the position of the label is important. As mentioned before

modifications at C5 of pyrimidines and C7 of 7-deazapurines

are often tolerated, whereas suitable modifications at C8 of

purines are only rarely known. Only one example is known,

where an imidazolyl moiety at C8 of 20-deoxyadenosine was

successfully used in a PCR reaction.52

Incorporation of one or even multiple consecutive nucleo-

tide analogues is possible for a broad range of modifications in

primer extension reactions.15,53 More challenging is the use of

these analogues in PCR reactions, where the nucleotide ana-

logues get incorporated and serve as a template at the same

time for the generation of large amounts of modified DNA.

Sometimes full replacement of the natural triphosphate is not

possible. By mixing natural and labelled triphosphate the PCR

though yields the desired length of product, which however is

not completely labelled. This approach has been used first for

labelling of PCR products with biotin (biotin-dCTP) or digoxi-

genin (DIG-dUTP)54 as well as for fluorescence labelling by

7-deaza-20-deoxyadenosine labelled with trans-stilbene

(Fig. 3: 1).21 In the latter example the ratio between natural

and unnatural triphosphate could be increased up to 3:2

resulting in approximately 3% of the bases getting labelled.

But with higher ratios no more PCR product was observed.

More impressive are examples where the nucleotide analo-

gue completely replaces its natural counterpart and allows

defined programmed labelling of all bases of a type. The

first example with systematic investigations is described by

Sakthivel and Barbas.55 They had to discover that the accep-

tance of the nucleotide analogues heavily depends on the

structure of the label and the linker (Fig. 3: examples 2–4).

Also four different DNA polymerases were tested, whereas

rTh DNA polymerase from Thermus thermophilus showed best

Scheme 1 Labelling on solid support.46 (a) Slightly different reaction
conditions were used.48 (b)47 DMT: dimethoxytrityl; CPG: controlled
pore glass, ODNPG: protected ODN.
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results. In general, family B DNA polymerases have been

found to have a broader substrate spectrum with best candi-

dates such as Vent (exo-), Pwo and KOD Dash DNA poly-

merases.15,21,55,56 Family A polymerases like Taq and TTh

DNA polymerases appear to be less suited for the incorpora-

tion and amplification of modified substrates.

Another systematic study about linker rigidity revealed that

analogues with alkyne and E-alkene linker were incorporated

by Taq DNA polymerase, while analogues labelled by alkane

and Z-alkene linkers were not.57 More recently Sawai et al.

investigated the incorporation dependencies mainly of amines

conjugated with different linkers to the base.56 Five DNA

polymerases were used as well as 13 different thymidine

analogues and their 20-deoxycytosine counterparts. Unfortu-

nately it is difficult to find clear trends but some suggestions

can be made. Free amines near the base were not incorporated

well; the positive charged amine is only accepted, if a long

linker separates it from the base. The acceptance depends also

on the nucleotide. For the thymidine analogues short rigid

linkers as alkenes and alkynes without positive charge were

better accepted than for the 20-deoxycytosine counterparts, on

the other hand 2-oxoethyl linkers were better accepted for the

cytosine analogues than for the thymidine counterparts. In

general, modifications with a possible strong impact on the

active site of the DNA polymerase as positively, negatively

charged or bulky groups are best accepted with long flexible

linker arms (Fig. 3: examples 5–8).58 Interestingly modifica-

tions attached by thiourea linkage on long linkers are poor

substrates for DNA polymerases.58 More illustrative examples

of one modified dNTP analogue are the successful incorpora-

tion and amplification of several different amino acid,59

maltose and lactose60 and acridone61 labelled thymidine

analogues by KOD Dash DNA polymerase in PCR reactions

(Fig. 3: 9–11).

For several applications like the generation of efficient

aptamers, DNA catalysts, or new sequencing approaches high

density functionalization of every base might be essential.

More than one substitution of natural triphosphates has been

achieved several times.20,52,57 Replacement of all natural

dNTPs has been published recently by Famulok et al.15 One

problem they encountered was unsuccessful melting of the

duplex strands during PCR under standard conditions.62 As

they state, this might derive from the use of nucleobase-

alkynylated nucleoside triphosphates which are known to

increase the melting temperature of resulting duplex DNA

strands. Additionally, modification-induced formation of

stable secondary structures was envisioned.22,63 After combi-

natorial testing of up to five additives the combination of

DMSO, formamide, betaine and tetramethylammonium

chloride showed the best results for PCR product formation

of DNA that constitutes entirely of modified building

blocks.62 Additionally, the melting temperature during the

PCR program was also increased to 99 1C requiring the use

of exceptionally thermostable Pwo DNA polymerase.15

Post-synthetic functionalization

General remarks

Common problems of DNA conjugation via suitably modified

phosphoramidites or triphosphates are low synthesis yields

and hampered enzymatic incorporation or amplification due

to incompatibility between the additional functional groups

and synthesizer chemistry or enzyme catalysis. Through first

introducing short reactive groups by either chemical or

enzymatic DNA synthesis and subsequent post-synthetic

further functionalisation with the desired label several pro-

blems for the generation of modified DNA can be circum-

vented. The challenge is here to find reactive groups and

corresponding specific reactions for complete site-specific

and chemoselective labelling under mild conditions. The idea

is as old as the generation of chemical modified DNA itself

using amines with reactive electrophiles such as active esters,

thiocyanates or acid chlorides. Although plenty of modifica-

tions are commercially available, the scope is limited and the

method suffers from conditions that interfere with most

post-synthetic DNA labelling approaches.

In general, the reaction has to proceed in water using

relatively low concentrations of reactants, with high chemo-

selectivity and under mild conditions and thereby give rise for

high yields especially in multi-label reactions. In the last few

years new bioorthogonal reactions have been reinvented or

Fig. 3 Overview about successful usage of different labelled triphosphates in PCR. The employed DNA polymerases are indicated. Aside from 1

all labelled triphosphates were applied without their natural counterpart. R: 5-substituted 20-deoxyuridine-50-triphosphate or 7 substituted

7-deaza-20-deoxyadenosine-50-triphosphate. AA: amino acid: Arg, Gln, His, Leu, Lys, Phe, Pro, Ser, O-Bn-Ser, Thr, Trp, Asp, Glu, Cys. 1,21 2–4,55

5–8,58 9,61 10,59 11.60
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evolved so that they can be used for this special purpose

leading to many new promising approaches and methods in

this field.

Beside amines, which are conventionally used, thiol groups

can be reacted with different moieties such as a-haloacetyls,64

maleinimides65 or activated disulfides.66 Also the strong

binding to gold can be utilized to label gold nanoparticles

with DNA or bind thiolated DNA to gold surfaces.67 One

drawback with thiols is the necessary disulfide reduction prior

to the bioconjugation reaction. Nevertheless the amine and

thiol based approaches are for many applications sufficient

due to their commercial availability.

However, one particularly interesting example using a

5-(methoxy-carbonylmethyl)-20-deoxyuridine 50-triphosphate

has been published recently.68 Several DNA polymerases

(Vent(exo-), KOD Dash and Pwo) were capable of incorpo-

rating this triphosphate in a PCR reaction using a 108 bp long

template. Subsequent ion exchange of sodium against triethyl-

ammonium by ion exchange resin rendered the modified DNA

soluble in dry DMF for the subsequent amidation with

different amines. This example circumvents aqueous reaction

conditions for the post-synthetic labelling step. Maybe this can

be used to expand the scope of possible labelling reactions to

reactions that cannot be performed in water. In the following

we highlight some recently developed post-synthetic

approaches for efficient DNA conjugation.

Diels–Alder reaction

The Diels–Alder [4 + 2] cycloaddition69 between a diene and a

dienophile is a useful carbon–carbon bond-forming reaction

which can be performed under mild conditions. The specific

reactivity between both functionalities and the acceleration of

the reaction in aqueous solvents70 make it suitable for covalent

bioconjugation,71 although in principle the reaction is

reversible. Another advantage is the commercial availability

of maleimide functionalized labels in which the maleimide can

be used as dienophile.

Indeed, the reaction has been used for bioconjugation of

nucleic acids. First conjugations with RNA showed the

principal usability for bioconjugation with nucleic acids re-

sulting in RNA catalysts for the Diels–Alder cycloaddition.73

For post-synthetic 50 end labelling of DNA cyclohexadiene

and acyclic hexadiene phosphoramidites have been prepared

and attached to the DNA using standard synthesizer

chemistry.74 Subsequent labelling with different maleimide

functionalized labels and optimized reaction conditions as

pH, temperature and label concentrations led to complete

conjugation with reaction times ranging from 30 min to

several hours for more complex structures as dyes. Also

surface immobilization could be achieved by the same group.75

Addition of copper(II) nitrate allowed for shorter reaction

times less than 1 h by using a furan moiety at the 50 end and

conjugation of a benzotriazole dye maleimide for attomole

detection using surface enhanced resonance Raman scattering

(SERRS).76 Additionally a furan conjugated to the 5 position

of deoxyuridine was reported to act as the diene.77 After

incorporation into an ODN five commercial available fluor-

escence dyes were conjugated quantitatively within 3 h at

40 1C or 4 h at room temperature. Several other nucleotide

analogues using a furan moiety as diene for the incorporation

into ODNs have been developed and only sparsely investi-

gated regarding Diels–Alder conjugation efficiency.78 As a

further example 7-vinyl-7-deaza-20-deoxyguanosine 30-phos-

phoramidite was incorporated into oligonucleotides and

subsequent conjugation with different maleimide functiona-

lized labels as carboxylic acid, activated ester, benzophenone,

pyrene, TEMPO and biotin was investigated.72 Thereby the

vinyl double bond and the one in the 5-membered ring of

7-deazaguanine form an electron rich diene, so all labels were

attached within 1 h at 0 1C in aqueous solution quantitatively

with a subsequent [1,3] H-shift restoring the deazaguanine

(Scheme 2). These mild conditions are unrivalled, but not

further investigated or employed for DNA labelling. Tona

and Haner developed a 4 base hairpin mimic containing a

1,3-butadien building block which builds a stable hairpin.79

Conjugation using different maleinimides within seven days at

20 1C resulted in complete conversion retaining the DNA

hairpin structure. Later on crosslinking of complementary

strands could be achieved using a bismaleinimide and this

butadiene building block.80 Recently, oligonucleotide–peptide

conjugates were prepared using hexadiene 50 modified oligo-

nucleotides and maleinimide modified peptides.81

Over all, the Diels–Alder cycloaddition is a promising

reaction for DNA conjugation. The reactive moieties are inert

for most biomolecules and can be conjugated under very mild

conditions. While only maleinimides are used as dienophile so

far, diverse dienes as phosphoramidites have been developed

for the incorporation into oligonucleotides. However, all

publications reported complete conversion sometimes needing

elongated reaction times, which may be overcome by addition

of suitable catalysts.

Huisgen [2 + 3] cycloaddition (click chemistry)

The small azide group combines high intrinsic reactivity with

high chemoselectivity. It reacts for instance with alkynes in a

[2 + 3] dipolar cycloaddition and forms stable triazoles

reported first by Huisgen.82 Copper catalysis promotes the

reaction to proceed at room temperature under aqueous

Scheme 2 Diels–Alder reaction using 7-vinyl-7-deaza-20-deoxy-
guanosine and different maleinimide labels.72
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conditions using terminal alkynes resulting in defined regio-

chemistry.83 Both azides and alkynes are bioorthogonal and

therefore soon recognized for bioconjugation (click chemis-

try84) and employed extensively.85

For DNA conjugation, the first fluorescein labelling has

been reported for the 50 end of azido labelled ODNs without

copper catalysis.86 After 72 h at 80 1C 91% labelled ODN

could be isolated. Although copper(I) could damage the

DNA,87 conditions have been found that allow efficient

complete conversion within 2 h at room temperature without

DNA strand breaks.88 A terminal alkyne has therefore been

sequence specifically attached to the DNA using an aziridine-

based cofactor mimic for a methyltransferase reaction and

smoothly conjugated with three different azide building

blocks.88 Other examples cover efforts by Carell et al. who

developed an octadi(1,7)ynyl 5-substituted 20-deoxyuridine

analogue for incorporation into DNA and observed complete

conversion for up to six adjacent alkynes by labelling with an

azido carbohydrate, coumarin azide or fluorescein azide.89

Seela and Sirivolu further investigated the influence of

octadiynyl side chains on thermal stability of DNA duplexes

and synthesized therefore also the three missing nucleotide

analogues as phosphoramidites.90 Incorporation into ODNs

showed that each octadiynyl side chain stabilizes the duplex by

approximately 2 1C. Further investigation of the effects of the

formed triazol moiety located in the DNA major groove

revealed that one triazol decreases the duplex stability while

consecutive triazoles stack and increase the stability.91 In the

meantime all diynyl modified nucleotides showed to be good

substrates for click chemistry on ODNs.92 It is even possible to

functionalize ODNs in a modular fashion with different labels

due to protecting groups for the alkyne moiety (Scheme 3).93 A

three step labelling has thus been performed using TMS and

TIPS protecting groups. Therefore the unprotected alkyne has

been labelled first on the solid support after solid phase DNA

synthesis. Subsequent deprotection and labelling led to three

times labelled ODNs.

Several triphosphates of these nucleotides have been tested

in PCR reactions with subsequent click reaction.94 Unfortu-

nately, only one nucleotide analogue at the same time could

replace its natural counterpart so far. However, the coupling

efficiency for the octadiynyl substituted nucleotides was quan-

titatively for the PCR products as checked by enzymatic digest

and HPLC traces.

The click reaction on DNA has yet been used for the

generation of gold wires,95 DNA–peptide conjugates,96 DNA

circularization and ligation,97,98 perylene dye conjugation,99

DNA immobilization on glass slides100 and can be accelerated

by microwaves.97,101 Recently a protocol for detecting DNA

synthesis in vivo by click chemistry has been published.102

Albeit only available for short time, the click reaction for

DNA conjugation has been much investigated and phosphor-

amidites and triphosphates have been developed for the

introduction of alkynes into DNA. The alkyne and triazol

moieties do not disturb the DNA duplexes much or even

stabilize them and, in principle, complete conversion is

achieved for the conjugation within hours at room tempera-

ture. The only drawback is the need for the copper ligand

catalyst system, which makes the reaction more complicated

than the other post-synthetic methods. Additionally copper

may interfere in subsequent biotransformations that might be

required for further DNA-based construction.

Staudinger ligation

Another ligation reaction utilizing the azide moiety is the

Staudinger ligation. Azides react smoothly with triaryl-

phosphines to form iminophosphoranes, which in aqueous

phase were hydrolysed to the corresponding amines and

triarylphosphinoxid known as Staudinger reduction.104

Bertozzi designed a new aryl ligand for the phosphine carrying

an ester as electrophilic trap.105 This allows the capture of the

intermediate aza-ylid before competing hydrolysis can take

place, thus conjugating the phosphin with the azide by forming

a stable amide bond. Without the requirement of a catalyst

this reaction has been used for bioconjugation of peptides,

Scheme 3 3� click conjugation on DNA.93 TMS: trimethylsilyl;
TIPS: triisopropylsilyl; CPG: controlled pore glass; TBTA: tris-
(benzyltriazolyl-methyl)amine; A0, C0, G0: base protected A, C, G.
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carbohydrates and in vivo experiments106 as well as for the

post-synthetic labelling of DNA.

Fluorescence labelling has been reported conjugating fluor-

escein with B90% yield to the 50 end of azide modified DNA

at room temperature within 12 h.107 Comstock and Rajski

introduced the azide moiety by methyltransferase dependent

sequence specific DNA alkylation using an aziridine-based

cofactor mimic based upon 8-azidoadenosine.108 Subsequent

Staudinger ligation led to complete conjugation of a biotin to

the introduced azide within 14 h and at 40 1C. A more general

approach for azide functionalization of DNA was developed

by us using 7-deaza-20-deoxyadenosine and 20-deoxyuridine

triphosphates with alkyl azides linked to the C7 or C5

position, respectively (Scheme 4).103 After incorporation into

DNA using Pwo DNA polymerase, irrespective of the used

linker lengths conjugation of biotin occurred with 70%

conversion without the formation of byproducts.

Although the Staudinger ligation is a promising conjugation

reaction, only a few examples for labelling DNA are known so

far. The advantages are mild reaction conditions without the

need for additional reagents and the high potential for in vivo

studies because of truly bioorthogonal reaction partners.

Drawbacks are the difficult incorporation of azide or phos-

phine moiety with phosphoramidite chemistry due to possible

oxidation and the synthesis of the phosphine moiety itself.

Methyltranferase directed labelling

Methyltransferases are enzymes that sequence-specifically

methylate DNA. They have been exploited for DNA conjuga-

tion recently and allow post-synthetic modification of

unmodified DNA. In the native reaction a simple methyl

group from the natural substrate S-adenosyl-L-methionine

(AdoMet, Scheme 5, 12a) is transferred either to the exocyclic

amino group of adenine or cytidine or to C5 of cytidine

depending on the methyltransferase (Scheme 5B). Weinhold

et al. developed an N-adenosylaziridine which is accepted by a

methyltransferase instead of AdoMet and covalently linked to

DNA (Scheme 5, 13a).110 Before the methyltransferase

reaction the adenosyl moiety has been labelled at C8 either

by biotin or dansyl chloride110 or reactive functionalities as

azide108 and alkyne88 for subsequent Staudinger ligation or

click chemistry (see respective section) leading to sequence-

specific labelled DNA (Scheme 5, 13b–e). Recently Weinhold

et al. used AdoMet as lead structure and replaced the S-methyl

by a S-propargylic side chain (Scheme 5, 12b).109 In this

case an amine for subsequent fluorescence labelling was

introduced.

Conclusions and outlook

The manifold applications of labelled DNA afforded efficient

approaches for the generation of it. Phosphoramidites are in

general readily available or synthesized and allow the chemical

synthesis of modified DNA in various fashions of any

sequence and relatively large quantities. Hereby the label can

be positioned in nearly every direction allowing ODN probes

facing minor or major groove. Depending on the label(s) and

the modification employed, only shorter ODNs up to 60

nucleotides are feasible but the one step synthesis and ease of

purification is a significant advantage. The same holds true for

the direct incorporation of labelled triphosphates by DNA

polymerases in primer extension reactions or PCR. Here the

sequence is given by a template and allows the synthesis and

amplification of large multi-labelled DNA strands, which is

especially interesting for DNA nano- and material science. For

Scheme 5 Labelling by methyltransferases. (A) Natural substrate
(12a) and partially labelled analogues (12b, 13a–e). (B) Exemplified
methyltransferase reaction.88,108–110

Scheme 4 Azido labelling of DNA with subsequent Staudinger
ligation.103
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the DNA polymerases to accept the modified substrates the

label has to be positioned and linked to the base in a specific

way either to the C5 position of pyrimidines or C7 position of

7-deazapurines. Long linkers even allow bulky labels to be

incorporated. Nevertheless the acceptance by a DNA polymer-

ase cannot be predicted for all substrates. Here further sys-

tematic investigations may elucidate better structure–activity

relationships. Moreover DNA polymerases having a broad

substrate spectrum are identified yet, but mutated DNA poly-

merases can have a much broader substrate spectrum and

tailor-made DNA polymerases could broaden the

acceptance of modified triphosphates.111

Another drawback currently is the triphosphate synthesis

which often results in low yields. An advantage is that several

functional groups can be tolerated by the DNA polymerases

such as hydroxyl, amines and carboxylic acids without protec-

tion and the effort of subsequent deprotection after the

enzymatic reactions.

In cases where the label disturbs incorporation either by

phosphoramidite chemistry or enzymatic reaction, the post-

synthetic approach reveals its power. By introducing a reactive

function which is well accepted by chemical DNA synthesis or

polymerases the label itself is added in a subsequent reaction

after ODN synthesis. Moreover this allows flexible conjuga-

tion of different labels to the same ODN. As a standard

method this has been widely used by introducing amines which

can be coupled with electrophiles. Incomplete conjugation at

mild reaction conditions was the main problem apart from the

elaborate two-step approach with two purifications. The

extension of bioorthogonal reactions to DNA allows the

attachment of complicated labels as well as conjugation in

water with high yields. Here the click reaction is best investi-

gated and shows high conjugation efficiency even for

multi-labelled PCR products at mild reaction conditions.

Complementary reactions are Diels–Alder cycloaddition

based upon double bounds and Staudinger ligation using

phosphines and azides in spite of alkynes and azides for the

click reaction. One current advantage of the Diels–Alder

reaction is that maleimides can be used as functionalities

where suitable building blocks are commercially available.

With these new methods it should be possible to attach in

principle any label to the DNA. Thus, promising applications

in nano- and material science wait for their development.
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